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Dates   that   you   need   to   know:   
11/5/21   -   Halloween   Celebration   -   Take   2   (Children   can   wear   costumes!)   
11/11/21   -   Veteran’s   Day   -   no   school   
11/24/21   -   Half-day     
11/25/21   &   11/26/21   -   Thanksgiving   
11/30/21   -   Yikes,   the   last   day   of   November...   

Reading  
We   are   wrapping   up   a   mini-unit   on   poetry   this   week   and   will   start   our   nonfiction   
unit   next   week.   The   children   are   building   their   reading   stamina   with   a   consistent   
routine   of   finishing   books   ,   entering   them   into   their   reading   journal,   taking   the   
AR   quiz,   and   recording   their   score.   They   know   that   every   two   quizzes   at   80%   or   
higher   earns   a   Star   Card   worth   3   points.   The   children   are   also   working   
successfully   on   Lexia.   When   a   Lexia   certificate   is   earned,   it   is   worth   a   3-point   
Star   Card.   Weekly,   they   are   practicing   their   oral   reading   fluency   (how   many   
words/minute   they   can   read   aloud)   with   a   passage   that   they   practice   daily.   Our   
nonfiction   unit   will   weave   into   our   Social   Studies   unit   on   the   Wampanoag   Native   
American   way   of   life,   and   we   will   be   using   our   Social   Studies   textbook   as   our   
mentor   text.   As   the   children   are   learning   about   the   Wampanoag   culture,   they   will   
be   learning   to   identify   nonfiction   text   features.   We   will   be   focusing   on   learning   
how   to   determine   the   main   idea   (“boxes”)   and   supporting   details   (“bullets)   of   a   
text.     

Math   
The   kids   completed   topic   3   -    Apply   Properties:   Multiplication   Facts   for   3,   4,   
6,   7,   &   8.     The   kids   have   done   well   practicing   with   the   facts   and   we   will   
continue   that   practice   for   the   balance   of   the   year.    As   a   group,   the   kids   
understand   the   zero   property   (taught   as   a   rule   when   I   was   a   youngster),   identity   
property,   and   the   commutative   property.    The   kids   also   get   the   basics   of   the   
distributive   property   and   the   associative   property,   but   we   will   continue   to   
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explore   all   of   the   properties   throughout   the   year,   with   a   focus   on   the   last   two.   
The   kids   are   almost   done   with   topic   4   -    Use   Multiplication   to   Divide:   Division   
Facts.     As   a   group,   they   definitely   can   see   and   use   the   relationship   between   
multiplication   and   division   to   solve   questions   and   that   has   been   great   to   see.    We   
actually   would   have   finished   topic   4   last   week,   but   alas   a   nor’easter   interrupted   
those   plans,   so   we’ll   finish   this   week.    Before   we   start   the   next   topic,   I   am   going   
to   take   a   day   to   review   and   practice   adding   and   subtracting   with   regrouping,   with   
two-digit   numbers.    Then   we’ll   delve   into   topic   5   -    Fluently   Multiply   and   Divide   
within   100 .    I   think   we’ll   start   topic   6   -    Connect   Area   to   Multiplication   and   
Division    before   the   end   of   the   month.      

Social   Studies   
We   are   finishing   up   our   map   work   and   study   of   the   New   England   and   
Massachusetts   maps.   We   will   be   moving   on   to   our   next   unit,   beginning   with   the   
Wampanoag   way   of   life.   The   Wampanoag   Native   Americans   lived   in   this   area   for   
thousands   of   years   before   the   Pilgrims   came   to   settle   here   with   their   families,   
so   we   will   be   following   the   timeline   and   learning   about   the   Wampanoags   first,   
followed   by   the   Pilgrims.   We   will   be   learning   about   how   the   Wampanoag   lived   
throughout   the   four   seasons   --   what   they   did   for   food,   clothing,   shelter,   and   how   
their   children   participated   in   daily   life.      

Science   
We   have   started   with   electricity   and   magnetism   and   that   will   take   us   through   to   
the   middle   of   the   month.    We’ll   move   into   weather   between   the   middle   to   the   end   
of   the   month.    It   is   worth   saying   that   the   kids   will   start   to   understand   how   all   of   
the   science   topics   are   interconnected   and   that   will   be   fun.    As   an   example,   the   
winds   from   the   nor’easter   were   a   significant   force   that   pushed   and   pulled   on   
trees   (life   cycles),   caused   electrical   outages,   etc.      

Writing   
The   children   are   in   the   revising   and   editing   stages   of   the   writing   process   as   they   
complete   their   personal   narratives.   They   worked   on   developing   their   storyteller’s   
voice   by   practicing   telling   their   stories   out   loud,   before   they   began   to   write   
them.   They   have   been   adding   dialog   and   descriptive   details   that   enable   the   
reader   to   make   a   mental   movie   of   their   story.     



  
They   said   it...   
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Social   Learning-    As   teachers   we   often   hear,   “I   don’t   have   my   homework   because   
my   mother   forgot   to   put   it   in   my   backpack.”.   
The   story,    But   It’s   Not   My   Fault    by   Julia   Cook,   was   read   aloud   in   class   to   the   
children.   The   story   teaches   children   how   to   accept   responsibility   for   their   
actions   (at   home   and   at   school)   rather   than   blame   others,   which   is   vital   to   
character   development   and   success.   The   children   learned   that   everyone   makes   
mistakes,   but   if   they   blame   others   for   their   mistakes,   they   give   away   a   chance   to   
learn   from   them.   The   children   were   able   to   identify   with   the   main   character   in   
the   story   as   they   shared   personal   stories   in   which   they   had   been   at   fault   in   the   
past,   yet   tried   to   blame   another.     

The   kids   can   make   comments   that   are   quite   funny,   so   you’ll   find   their   comments   
featured   here.   
★ “I’ve   always   wanted   to   go   to   the   book   fair!    What   is   the   book   fair   anyway?”  
★ In   response   to   seeing   the   master   bedroom   at   the   Alden   House,   “This   would   

be   my   mother’s   dream   room.”   
★ “I   haven’t   lost   a   card   game   in   my   entire   life!”      
★ About   the   Dragon   Dash,   “I   feel   like   I   was   running   in   the   Boston   Marathon!”  
★ In   response   to   the   teacher   saying,   “I’m   so   happy   that   you’re   all   here.”    “Is   

that   sarcasm?”     It   was   not!   


